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Industrial Connector Housing 
(ICH-02P/-06P/-12P) 
(ICH-02P/-06P/-12P-IND)

1. Precautions
Laser Handling Precautions

WARNING: Never look directly into the end of a fiber that may be carrying laser light. Laser light can be 
invisible and can damage your eyes. Viewing it directly does not cause pain. The iris of the eye will not 
close involuntarily as when viewing a bright light. Consequently, serious damage to the retina of the eye 
is possible. Should accidental eye exposure to laser light be suspected, arrange for an eye examination 
immediately.

WARNING: DO NOT use magnifiers in the presence of laser radiation. Diffused laser light can cause eye 
damage if focused with optical instruments. Should accidental eye exposure to laser light be suspected, 
arrange for an eye examination immediately.

Safety Precautions
CAUTION: Recommend the use of safety glasses (spectacles) conforming to ANSI Z87, for eye protection 
from accidental injury when handling chemicals, cables or fiber. Pieces of glass fiber are very sharp and 
have the potential to damage the eye.

CAUTION: The wearing of cut-resistant safety gloves to protect your hands from accidental injury when 
using sharp-bladed tools and armored cable is strongly recommended. Use extreme care when working 
with severed armor. There will be a sharp edge where armor is cut. To minimize the chance of injury 
from the cut armor, cover the exposed edge with a wrap of electrical tape. To minimize the chance of 
injury from sharp-bladed tools, always cut away from yourself and others. Dispose of used blades and 
armor scrap properly.

WARNING: Isopropyl alcohol is flammable with a flashpoint at 54°F. It can cause irritation to eyes on 
contact. In case of contact, flush eyes with water for at least 15 minutes. Inhalation of vapors irritates 
the respiratory tract. Exposure to high concentrations has a narcotic effect, producing symptoms of 
dizziness, drowsiness, headache, staggering, unconsciousness, and possibly death.

Glass Fiber Precautions
CAUTION: Cleaved or broken glass fibers are very sharp and can pierce the skin easily. Do not let these 
pieces of fiber stick to your clothing or drop in the work area where they can cause injury later. Use 
tweezers to pick up cleaved or broken pieces of glass fibers and place them on a loop of tape kept for 
that purpose alone. Good housekeeping is very important.

Cable Handling Precautions
CAUTION: Fiber optic cable is sensitive to excessive pulling, bending, and crushing forces. Consult the 
cable specification sheet for the cable you are installing. Do not bend the cable more sharply than the 
minimum recommended bend radius. Do not apply more pulling force to the cable than specified. Do 
not crush the cable or allow it to kink. Doing so may cause damage that can alter the transmission 
characteristics of the cable; the cable may have to be replaced.

2. Tools and Equipment
• Mounting hardware is not provided. The type of hardware used is dependant on the mounting 

location; wall anchors may be required for adequate support on sheetrock walls.
• Watertight cord connectors or conduit fittings are required to maintain the NEMA ratings.
• A grounding kit is required for armored cable.
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3. Components
Components are illustrated. (The inner door is removed for clarity.)

4. Mount the Unit
Step 1: Select a flat vertical surface to prevent warping.
Step 2: Determine the mounting location.
Step 3: Use a pencil to mark the wall through the holes in the mounting brackets.
Step 4: Set unit aside.
Step 5: Drive the screws in at these locations leaving a 1/8-inch gap.
Step 6: Place unit on screws and tighten.

5. Seal the Unit
IMPORTANT: If you are installing outside plant cable or temperature fluctuates widely along any part of the cable, 

the strength members of the cable must be strain-relieved. Failure to do so may result in damage 
to the cable as temperature varies. Other situations only require the cable to be strain-relieved by 
sheath retention only.

Seal the unit using cord connectors or conduit fittings to maintain the NEMA ratings.

5.1 To install cord connectors
Step 1: Remove the grommet or knockout, as  

applicable, from the hole on the left in  
the base of the unit.

Step 2: Install cord connector with the knurled nut  
on the outside of the housing.

1   Fan-out bracket

2   Radius control guides

3   Ground bar

4   Strain-relief bracket

5   Universal Cable Clamp
     and bracket (to be
     installed by customer)

6   Mounting brackets
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Step 3: To clamp the housing tightly, orient the washers so that there is a gap between them in the center as 
they are clamped together.

Step 4: Secure the cord connector on the inside of the housing using the provided lock nut.
Step 5: Thread the cable through the fitting.
Step 6: Tighten the nuts.

5.2 To install conduit fittings
Step 1: Feed the cable through the fittings with the 

larger portion of the fitting on the outside of the 
cabinet and the smaller fitting on the inside of 
the cabinet.

Step 2: Screw the two fittings together.

IMPORTANT: For strength member strain-relief, use OSE-
CBL-3X as the cable entry port fitting. Install 
according to the instructions provided with 
the kit.

6. Install Distribution Cable
6.1 Remove Cable Sheath
Step 1: Remove cable sheath (per company practices) for direct connectorization of multifiber indoor cable.
Step 2: Expose 89 inches of buffer tube for fan-out applications.

NOTE: Do not expose the bare fiber until you are ready to terminate it.

6.2 Strain-Relieve Cable with Universal Cable Clamp (UCC)
Step 1: Install the bracket into the housing using two supplied self-locking nuts.
Step 2: Attach the UCC clamshell to the strain-relief bracket 

using the screws provided in the UCC kit.
Step 3: Install cable into the UCC clamp following the 

instructions provided with the UCC kit. 

6.3 Feeder Cable strength member strain-
relief

Follow instructions contained in the OSE-CBL-3X cable entry 
port fitting for the feeder cable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KPA-2177

UCC Clamp

KPA-2178
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7. Install Grounding Hardware (Armored Cable Only)
Ground armored cables as shown using a grounding kit (HDWR-GRND-KIT  
for all cables, plus UCN-GND-SC20 for cables with metallic strength 
members) purchased separately from your customer service representative.
Step 1: Cut a slit into opposite sides of the outer sheath and armor about 

2 inches (5 cm). To do this, score the armor with a cable knife 
(being careful not to damage the inner sheath) and split the 
sheath by flexing it.

Step 2: Position the grounding clamp base plate under the armor. The 
stops of the clamp should just touch the outside of the armor and 
sheath. Tap the sheath above the ground clamp base to drive the 
teeth on the plate into the cable sheath.

Step 3: Position the top plate and lock nut on the outer sheath over the 
base plate. Tighten with a 10 mm wrench so that the teeth on the 
upper plate are driven into the sheath.  
(When the cable has a metal strength member, attach the 
extension bracket to the base plate as shown in the inset before 
installing the top plate.)

Step 4: Place the eyelet on the ground wire over the stud on the base 
plate. Add a second lock nut and tighten using a 10 mm wrench.

Step 5: Wrap the grounding clamp and split portion of the cable sheath 
with vinyl tape. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Ground the Cable
8.1 Nonmetallic Strength Member
Attach the other end of the ground wire to the ground stud 
inside the unit. Then run a #6 AWG ground wire (purchased 
separately at any electrical supply store) from the ground stud 
to the primary building ground according to the local code 
authority. 
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8.2 Metallic Strength Member
IMPORTANT: If the cable used is made with a metal central/strength member, use the grounding connector as 

for the armored cable, with the extension bracket to strain-relieve the  
central/strength member and ground it.  
Refer to Section 7.

Step 1: Trim the central/strength member slightly shorter than the top of the extension bracket.
Step 2: Bend it over the slots in the extension bracket as shown in the inset.
Step 3: Trim excess strength member.
Step 4: Wrap aramid yarn, if present, around the threaded stud on the restraint cap.
Step 5: Attach restraint cap as shown.

9. Route Feeder Cable
If fibers are not already connectorized, install connectors onto the fibers using direct connectorization per 
manufacturer’s instructions. If installing buffer tube fan-outs, proceed to Section 10.
Step 1: Remove blank panels from unit and replace with loaded CCH-type adapter panels.
Step 2: Route fibers around radius guides.
Step 3: Plug connectorized fibers into the appropriate panels.

Yarn, if present

Metallic 
strength 
members

Restraint cap

KPA-0899

ICH-02P

ICH-06P and 12P

KPA-2180

ICH-02P

ICH-06P and 12P

KPA-2180
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10. Buffer Tube Fan-outs
NOTE: Connectors can be installed onto loose-tube fiber optic 

cable using BTF (buffer tube fan-out) kits (purchased 
separately).

Step 1: Route the buffer tubes around the radius guides 
twice for cable slack storage.

Step 2: Position the buffer tubes against the fan-out 
bracket. Mark the location of the fan-out body on 
the buffer tubes to determine the length required. 
 

Step 3: Install fan-out assemblies and connectors according to the 
instructions provided with the BTF kits.

Step 4: Secure the fan-out bodies to the bracket as shown.
Step 5: Route fibers to adapter panel as detailed in Section 9. 

 
 
 

11. Splicing to Pigtailed Panels
Step 1: Install Pigtailed Panel into connector panel bracket.
Step 2: Install Splice Tray Bracket into housing according to the instruction provided  

with the kit.
Step 3: Route the buffer tube(s) in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction, depending  

on which housing you have.
Step 4: Route the pigtail(s) around the fiber guides so that they follow the route of the  

buffer tube(s) (may need to form figure-8).
Step 5: Temporarily position a splice tray in or on the bracket to determine adequate  

buffer tube slack.
Step 6: Mark the buffer tube(s) and pigtail(s) 3/4 inch from where they will enter the  

splice tray.
Step 7: Unwind buffer tube(s) and pigtail(s) from the radius guides and bring them as  

pairs to a convenient splicing location.
Step 8: Access the buffer tube(s) and pigtail(s) to the mark and secure with cable ties  

to the splice tray. 
Step 9: Splice per the instructions provided with the splicer. Return tray to the housing.

KPA-2181

KPA-2182
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12. Install Drop Cable
12.1 Route Drop Cable
Route the drop cable through the hole on the right at the base of the unit. Seal using 
the cord connector or conduit fitting as detailed in Section 5.
Step 1: Feed 10 feet (3 meters) of drop cable through the fitting you installed on 

the right at the base of the closure.
Step 2: Remove cable sheath appropriately.
Step 3: Secure cable with no central members to the drop cable strain-relief 

bracket using two cable ties.

12.2 Strain-Relieve Cable with Central Member
When cable has central member, remove the drop cable 
strain-relief bracket and secure the cable to the bracket 
using two cable ties as shown.
Step 1: Install the 8-32 x 5/8-inch screw from the front 

side of the strain-relief bracket through the flat 
washer and U-shaped washer. Loosely install the 
hex nut.

Step 2: From the front side of the strain-relief bracket, 
wrap the strength member yarn in a clockwise 
direction around the screw and under the 
U-shaped washer.

Step 3: Insert the central member of the cable between the flat washer and the U-shaped washer.
Step 4: Tighten the hex nut.
Step 5: If the central member is metallic, see Section 8.2..
Step 6: Trim off the excess yarn and central member.
Step 7: Reinstall the strain-relief bracket.

NOTE: The exposed length of the central member (after strain-relief is to be less than or equal to  
2 1/2 inches (6.5 cm) between the U-shaped washer and the end of the cable sheath.

12.3 Store Drop Fiber Slack
Route fibers around radius guides and install 
connectorized fibers into the appropriate panels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KPA-2182
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13. Finalize Installation
• Record fiber identification on the label in a logical way and attach to inside of the front door.
• Attach laser warning label where it can easily be seen inside the housing.
• Close door with a 216B tool (can wrench).
• Use a pad lock to secure housing.


